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Sánchez).This paper presents a mathematical framework to assess the consensus found among dif-
ferent evaluators who use ordinal scales in group decision-making and evaluation pro-
cesses. This framework is developed on the basis of the absolute order-of-magnitude
qualitative model through the use of quantitative entropy. As such, we study the algebraic
structure induced in the set of qualitative descriptions given by evaluators. Our results
demonstrate that it is a weak partial semi-lattice structure that in some conditions takes
the form of a distributive lattice. We then deﬁne the entropy of a qualitatively described
system. This enables us, on the one hand, to measure the amount of information provided
by each evaluator and, on the other hand, to consider a degree of consensus among the
evaluation committee. This new approach is capable of managing situations where the
assessment given by experts involves different levels of precision. In addition, when there
is no consensus regarding the group decision, an automatic process assesses the effort
required to achieve said consensus.
 2010 Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved.1. Introduction
Distributed decision-makers and decision-making systems need new efﬁcient algorithms to assess consensus among
evaluators. In many cases decision-making processes involve qualitative data. Existing approaches to group decision making
(GDM) use different means to tackle the difﬁculty in managing a lack of complete information and the problem that not all
the participants in the group have equal expertise. In [35] the variable precision rough set model is used as a tool to support
group decision-making. In [1] a model inspired by the ELECTRE I method is proposed to address these kinds of problems,
using evidence theory to represent imprecise and/or uncertain data. The model presented in [18] expresses uncertainty in
the preference values by means of interval values.
We can ﬁnd many different approaches to measure the degree of consensus. In [4] the different consensus approaches in
fuzzy group decision-making problems are analyzed and their advantages and drawbacks are discussed. In [15,16] a consen-
sus model in group decision-making is presented in a linguistic framework, along with the study of a consensus-reaching
process and linguistic consistency measures. Eklund et al. [10] provide another dynamic consensus model for decision-mak-
ing within committees based on a degree of consensus. However, no speciﬁc work has been dedicated to measuring consen-
sus in the order-of-magnitude qualitative reasoning framework.
Based on the theories of Qualitative Reasoning (QR) [12] and, more speciﬁcally, on Absolute Order-of-Magnitude
Qualitative Models (OM) [33], this paper proposes a theoretical framework to integrate evaluators’ opinions and measure
their precision and degree of consensus. The model of consensus presented in this paper will allow the implementation. All rights reserved.
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The use of the proposed measure within an automatic system for group decision-making will help to detect and avoid any
potential subjectivity arising from conﬂicts of interests among the evaluators in the group.
Qualitative Reasoning (QR) is a subarea of Artiﬁcial Intelligence that seeks to understand and explain human beings’ abil-
ity to reason without having precise information [12,23]. The main objective of QR is to develop systems that permit oper-
ating in conditions of insufﬁcient or no numerical data. Qualitative Reasoning also deals with problems in such a way that
the principle of relevance is preserved, that is, each variable is valued with the level of precision required [11]. In group deci-
sion evaluation processes, it is not unusual for a situation to arise in which different levels of precision have to be worked
with simultaneously depending on the information available to each evaluator.
The methodology we present tackles the problem of integrating the representation of existing uncertainty within the
group and it deﬁnes the concept of entropy in a qualitative evaluation. This allows us to calculate each evaluator’s precision
and the degree of consensus within the decision group. If there is no consensus within the group, an automatic process to
achieve this consensus and compute the degree of consensus is activated.
Although the proposed methodology does not deal with the decision-making process itself, its main advantage is its abil-
ity to evaluate this process, managing situations where expert assessment involves different levels of precision.
The measure of consensus proposed in this paper as a quotient of entropies requires a sound mathematical introduction.
The formal deﬁnition of entropy for a qualitatively described system is based on Shannon’s theory. In order to deﬁne this
entropy we must ﬁrst introduce several mathematical concepts along with their properties, namely, the structure of the or-
der-of-magnitude spaces, the concepts of qualitative descriptions of a set, qualitative descriptions being in consensus, aggre-
gation operations, a measure in absolute order-of magnitude spaces, and information of a qualitative label.
This paper is thus structured as follows. Section 2 presents the proposal’s theoretical framework. It concludes with the
deﬁnitions of entropy for a qualitatively described system and an index to measure the precision of the alternatives’ qual-
itative descriptions induced by each evaluator. Section 3 deﬁnes the degree of consensus among the evaluation committee
and gives a simple example to demonstrate the application of this measure. Finally, in Section 4 we present our conclusions
and possible future lines of research.
2. Theoretical framework
Order-of-magnitude models are essential among the theoretical tools available for qualitative reasoning applied to phys-
ical systems [7,20,31]. They aim to capture order-of-magnitude commonsense inferences [32] such as those used in engi-
neering. The classic orders-of-magnitude qualitative spaces [33] are built from a set of ordered basic qualitative labels
determined by a partition of the real line. A general algebraic structure, called Qualitative Algebra or Q-algebra, was deﬁned
based on this framework [34], providing a mathematical structure to unify sign algebra and interval algebra through a con-
tinuum of qualitative structures built from the roughest to the ﬁnest partition of the real line. Q-algebras and their algebraic
properties have been extensively studied [26,33].
In [28] a generalization of qualitative absolute orders-of-magnitude was proposed, something which served as the the-
oretical basis to develop a Measure Theory in this context. The classic orders-of-magnitude qualitative spaces verify the con-
ditions of the generalized model introduced in [28].
2.1. Absolute order-of-magnitude qualitative spaces
Let us consider a ﬁnite set of basic labels, S ¼ fB1; . . . ;Bng, which is totally ordered as a chain: B1 <    < Bn. Usually, each
basic label corresponds to a linguistic term, for instance ‘‘extremely bad” < ‘‘very bad” < ‘‘bad” < ‘‘acceptable” < ‘‘good” <
‘‘very good” < ‘‘extremely good”. However, it is not unusual for basic labels to be deﬁned by a discretization of a real interval
or the real line, given by a set fa1; . . . ; anþ1g of real numbers as landmarks such as Bi ¼ ½ai; aiþ1; i ¼ 1; . . . ;n.
Nevertheless, we consider a more general case in this paper in which knowledge of landmark values is not required to
introduce the basic labels.
The complete description universe for the Orders-of-Magnitude Space OM(n) with granularity n, is the set Sn:Sn ¼ S [ f½Bi;BjjBi;Bj 2 S; i < jg;
where the label ½Bi;Bj with i < j is deﬁned as the set fBi;Biþ1; . . . ;Bjg.
Consistent with the former example of linguistic labels, the label ‘‘moderately good” can be represented by [‘‘acceptable”,
‘‘good”], i.e., ½B4;B5. The label ‘‘don’t know” is represented by [‘‘extremely bad”, ‘‘extremely good”], i.e., ½B1;B7. This least pre-
cise label is denoted by the symbol ?, i.e., ½B1;Bn  ?.
There is a partial order relation 6P in Sn, ‘‘to be more precise than”, given by:L16PL2 () L1  L2: ð1Þ
This structure permits working with all different levels of precision from the basic labels to the ? label (see Fig. 1).
To introduce the classic concept of entropy by means of qualitative order-of-magnitude spaces, the concept of measure is
required. This concept seeks to generalize the concept of ‘‘length”, ‘‘area” and ‘‘volume”, understanding that these quantities
do not necessarily correspond to their physical counterparts but that they may in fact represent others.
Fig. 1. The space Sn .
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LetK be the set that represents a magnitude or a feature that is qualitatively described by means of the Sn labels. SinceK
can represent both a continuous magnitude such as position and temperature and a discrete feature such as salary,Kwill be:K ¼ faðtÞ ¼ at jt 2 Ig;where t is a continuous or discrete parameter, and I a set of indexes. An example would be I ¼ ½t0; t1 in the case where aðtÞ is
a room temperature in a given instant t within this period of time or I ¼ f1; . . . ;ng in the case of the salary of n people to be
qualitatively described.
This qualitative description is carried out by each evaluator and is represented by the function:Q : K! Sn;where at#QðatÞ ¼ Et is the qualitative label with which the evaluator describes at . All the elements of the set Q1ðEtÞ are
‘‘representatives” of the label Et or ‘‘are qualitatively described” by Et . From now on, this process of qualitative description
will be referred as the qualitativization process.
Function Q induces a partition of K by means of the equivalence relation:aQb() QðaÞ ¼ QðbÞ:This partition will be denoted by K=Q , and its equivalence classes are the sets Q1ðQðajÞÞ ¼ Q1ðEjÞ 8j 2 J  I. Each of these
classes contains all the elements of K which are described by the same qualitative label (see Fig. 2).
Example 1. Suppose there is a kettle heating water and we want to qualitativize the water temperature during a period of
5 min: K ¼ fTðtÞjt 2 ½0;5g, assuming that there are three evaluators and the space of qualitative description is S5, with
B1 ¼ VERY COLD; B2 ¼ COLD; B3 ¼ WARM; B4 ¼ HOT and B5 ¼ VERY HOT. Let us consider the three following
qualitativizations:Q1ðTðtÞÞ ¼
½B1; B2; if t 2 ½0;2Þ
½B3; B4; if t 2 ½2;4Þ
B5; if t 2 ½4;5
8><>: Q2ðTðtÞÞ ¼
B1; if t 2 ½0;1Þ
B2; if t 2 ½1;2Þ
B3; if t 2 ½2;3Þ
B4; if t 2 ½3;4Þ
B5; if t 2 ½4;5
8>>>><>>>>>:
and:Q3ðTðtÞÞ ¼ ½B1;B5 if t 2 ½0;5:
Note that the qualitative description given by Q2 is the most precise and that the description corresponding to Q3 is the
least. In addition, the intersection of the Q1; Q2 and Q3 labels corresponding to each period of time is not empty. Thus, we
can assume that there is some degree of consensus among the three evaluators.
The concepts of qualitative description precision and degree of consensus among a set of qualitativizations are formally
introduced in the following sections.Fig. 2. The qualitativization of a set K by means of Q.
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Let Q ¼ fQ jQ : K! Sng be the set of qualitativizations of K over Sn given by a group of evaluators.
Given Q ;Q 0 2 Q, two different operations are deﬁned between them. Intuitively speaking, one is the result of mixing the
two evaluations in a new evaluation that includes both opinions about each element of K, and the other one is the result of
taking what is common between the two evaluations.2.3.1. The mix t operation
Deﬁnition 1. Given two qualitativizations Q ;Q 0 2 Q, the operation Q t Q 0 leads to a new qualitativization function
Q t Q 0 : K! Sn such that, for any at 2 K,1 In tðQ t Q 0ÞðatÞ ¼ QðatÞ t Q 0ðatÞ;where t is the connex union of labels, i.e., the minimum label that contains QðatÞ and Q 0ðatÞ:½Bi; Bj t ½Bh;Bk ¼ Bminfi;hg; Bmaxfj;kg
 
;using the convention ½Bi;Bi ¼ Bi.
Note that if QðatÞ \ Q 0ðatÞ–;, then QðatÞ t Q 0ðatÞ is the simple union QðatÞ [ Q 0ðatÞ.
2.3.2. The common \ operation
The concept of consensus between two qualitativizations, Q and Q0, is required in order to introduce the common
operation:
Deﬁnition 2. Two qualitativizations Q, Q0 are in consensus, Q¢Q 0, iffQðatÞ \ Q 0ðatÞ–; 8at 2 K: ð2ÞThis last condition is equivalent to saying that QðatÞ 	 Q 0ðatÞ 8at 2 K.1
It is clear that the relation ¢ is symmetric and reﬂexive.
In general, a set fQigi2I  Q of qualitativizations of K over Sn is in consensus iff\i2IQ iðatÞ–; 8at 2 K:
Note that, in this case, Q¢Q 0 for all Q ;Q 0 2 fQigi2I .
As an example, the set fQ1;Q2;Q3g in Example 1 is in consensus.
Deﬁnition 3. Given two qualitativizations Q and Q0 where Q¢Q 0, the common Q \ Q 0 operation produces a new
qualitativization function Q \ Q 0 : K! Sn such thatðQ \ Q 0ÞðatÞ ¼ QðatÞ \ Q 0ðatÞ 8at 2 K:
In general, if fQigi2I  Q is in consensus, the operation common \i2IQ i produces a new qualitativization:
ð\i2IQ iÞðatÞ ¼ \i2IQ iðatÞ 8at 2 K.2.3.3. The algebraic structure of the set Q
The algebraic structure of the set Q and the t and \ operations are given by the next proposition:
Deﬁnition 4. A weak partial lattice is a set H with two binary operations ^ and _ satisfying, for all a; b; c 2 H, the following
statements:
(i) a ^ a exists and a ^ a ¼ a.
(ii) If a ^ b exists, then b ^ a exists, and a ^ b ¼ b ^ a.
(iii) If a ^ b; ða ^ bÞ ^ c and b ^ c exist, then a ^ ðb ^ cÞ exists, and ða ^ bÞ ^ c ¼ a ^ ðb ^ cÞ.
If b ^ c; a ^ ðb ^ cÞ and a ^ b exist, then ða ^ bÞ ^ c exists, and ða ^ bÞ ^ c ¼ a ^ ðb ^ cÞ.
(iv) If a ^ b exists, then a _ ða ^ bÞexists, and a ¼ a _ ða ^ bÞ.he absolute order-of-magnitude theory, two labels E; F are qualitatively equal, E 	 F , iff E \ F–;.
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Proposition 1. ðQ;t;\Þ is a weak partial lattice.
Proof. Demonstrating (see [13]) the following statements and their dual forms (obtained by changing t by \) is sufﬁcient.
Note that given Q, Q0, the t operation is always deﬁned, but the \ operation exists iff Q¢Q 0.
1. Q t Q ¼ Q .
2. Q t Q 0 ¼ Q 0 t Q .
3. ðQ t Q 0Þ t Q 00 ¼ Q t Q 0 t Q 00 .
4. Q \ ðQ t Q 0Þ exists and Q \ ðQ t Q 0Þ ¼ Q .
And the dual ones:
10. Q \ Q exists and Q \ Q ¼ Q .
20. If Q \ Q 0 exist then Q 0 \ Q exists and Q \ Q 0 ¼ Q 0 \ Q .
30. If Q \ Q 0 and ðQ \ Q 0Þ \ Q 00 exist, then Q 0 \ Q 00 and Q \ Q 0 \ Q 00  exist and ðQ \ Q 0Þ \ Q 00 ¼ Q \ Q 0 \ Q 00 . If
Q 0 \ Q 00 and Q \ Q 0 \ Q 00  exist, then Q \ Q 0 and ðQ \ Q 0Þ \ Q 00 exist and ðQ \ Q 0Þ \ Q 00 ¼ Q \ Q 0 \ Q 00 .
40. If Q \ Q 0 exists, then Q t ðQ \ Q 0Þ ¼ Q .
Statements 1, 2 and 3 are easily proved. Statement 4 is also true because QðatÞ  QðatÞ t Q 0ðatÞ for any at 2 K. Therefore,
Q¢Q t Q 0 and QðatÞ \ ðQðatÞ t Q 0ðatÞÞ ¼ QðatÞ. The dual statements are similarly proved. h
From the general lattice theory [13,3] applied to the weak partial lattice ðQ;t;\Þ the following statements can be made:

 Q 6 Q 0 iff Q t Q 0 ¼ Q deﬁnes a a partial order relation.

 Q t Q 0 ¼ inffQ ;Q 0g.

 If Q¢Q 0, then Q \ Q 0 ¼ supfQ ;Q 0g.

 Q 6 Q 0 iff Q \ Q 0 ¼ Q 0.
Note that in the case of Q 6 Q 0, the qualitative description Q is less accurate than Q0, because Q 0ðatÞ  QðatÞ 8at 2 K, i.e.,
each element of set K is more precisely described by Q0 than by Q:Q 6 Q 0 () Q 0ðatÞ6PQðatÞ 8at 2 K:Proposition 2. Let QL be a subset of Q which is in consensus. Then ðQL;t;\Þ is a distributive lattice.
Proof. If the subset QL of Q is in consensus, then ðQL;t;\Þ is a lattice, because the operation \ is deﬁned in all cases.
When there is consensus the t and \ operations on QL correspond exactly to the union and intersection of Sn labels,
respectively. Therefore, the distributive axioms, i.e., if Q ;Q 0;Q 00 2 QL then Q t Q 0 \ Q 00
  ¼ ðQ t Q 0Þ\
Q t Q 00  and Q \ Q 0 t Q 00  ¼ ðQ \ Q 0Þ t Q \ Q 00 , are satisﬁed. h
Thus far, we have introduced the basics of the qualitativization mathematical structure: the deﬁnition of qualitativization,
the aggregation information for mix and common operations, and the algebraic structure of the set Q. In the next sections,
these concepts are used to deﬁne the entropy of a given qualitativization and degree of consensus.
2.4. Entropy
The information measures concept has been the subject of study for a long time and the interest in this research has been
considerably renewed by the development of Zadeh’s fuzzy sets [36], Possibility Theory and Shafer’s Theory of Evidence [29].
An excellent overview of information measures in these ﬁelds can be found in [8,9,21]. Despite this interest, however, no
work has been speciﬁcally dedicated to measuring the information within absolute order-of-magnitude qualitative spaces.
Entropy, as deﬁned in this paper, is a measure of the information provided by an evaluator when he/she qualitativizes set K.
It can also be seen as the measure of the information the evaluator needs to assign a qualitative label to any element in K.
The information used by the evaluator is the information that he/she has, possesses or knows about the elements in the set.
The ﬁrst step is to measure how much information is needed in order to map an element in K to a speciﬁc label. The follow-
ing deﬁnitions are an extension of Shannon’s Theory of Information [30].
2.4.1. Deﬁnition of a measure in absolute order-of-magnitude spaces
The deﬁnition of a measure [14] in Sn is necessary to deﬁne the information of a label and the entropy.
Deﬁnition 5. Let X be a non-empty set and C  PðXÞ, with ; 2 C. A measure on C is a map l : C ! ½0;þ1 satisfying the
following conditions:
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2. For any sequence ðEnÞ1n¼1 of pairwise disjoint sets of C such that [þ1n¼1En 2 C, thenl
[þ1
n¼1
En
 !
¼
Xþ1
n¼1
lðEnÞ:Given that Sn is a ﬁnite set, the unions and sums in the deﬁnition are ﬁnite. Therefore, the general process to deﬁne a
measure space via the r-algebra generated by a semi-ring is not necessary. This process can be found in the case of the gen-
eralized order-of-magnitude spaces in [28].
For instance, a measure in the classic Sn that takes into account the lengths of the basic labels is given by:
lðBiÞ ¼ lð½ai; aiþ1Þ ¼ ðaiþ1  aiÞ=ðan  a1Þ.
2.4.2. The information of a qualitative label
The information of a label E is deﬁned by a positive continuous real function of the measure of said label. It is denoted by
IðEÞ. It is assumed that if a label E is more precise than a label E0, then more information is needed to assign an element to E
than to E0:E6PE0 ) IðEÞP IðE0Þ:
Another assumption about I function is that the information for the ? label is zero (no information is needed to assign the ?
label to an element).
The following deﬁnition of I, inspired in the Shannon’s Theory of information, veriﬁes these assumptions:
Deﬁnition 6. Let l be a normalized measure deﬁned on Sn, i.e., a measure such that lð?Þ ¼ 1. The formula to deﬁne the
information of a label E 2 Sn such that lðEÞ–0 isIðEÞ ¼ log 1
lðEÞ :Note that, for any E;lðEÞ 6 1, and so IðEÞP 0.
Moreover, I decreases with respect 6P:E6PF ) E  F ) lðEÞ 6 lðFÞ ) log 1lðEÞP log
1
lðFÞ :In addition, Ið?Þ ¼ log 1 ¼ 0.
Example 2. In the classic Sn model and by considering the measure lðBiÞ ¼ lð½ai; aiþ1Þ ¼ ðaiþ1  aiÞ=ðan  a1Þ, the
information of a label is Ið½ai; aiþ1Þ ¼ log ana1aiþ1ai
 
.
Proposition 3. For all labels E;F 2 Sn it holds that:
IðE t FÞ 6minfIðEÞ; IðFÞg 6 IðEÞ þ IðFÞ:Proof. It is sufﬁcient to take into account that E6PE t F ; F6PE t F and that I is decreasing. h2.4.3. Deﬁnition of entropy of a qualitativization in Sn
The entropy of a qualitativization, as mentioned above, is a measure of the information needed by the evaluator when
qualitativizing set K. The most natural way to express this concept mathematically is to deﬁne the entropy H of a qualita-
tivization Q as a weighted average of the information regarding the elements within the set K given by Q.
Let l be a normalized measure deﬁned on the set K.
Deﬁnition 7. Entropy H of the set K given by Q is:HðQÞ ¼
X
E2Sn ;lðEÞ–0
lðQ1ðEÞÞIðEÞ: ð3ÞNote that HðQÞP 0 for all qualitativizations Q, and HðQÞ ¼ 0 when the whole set K is described only by the label ?.
If K=Q ¼ fXi; i 2 Jg, that is, the set of equivalence classes of Q , then (3) can be expressed asHðQÞ ¼
X
i2J
lðXiÞIðQðXiÞÞ: ð4ÞOur next proposition shows the monotonicity of the entropy with respect to the accuracy relation between
qualitativizations.
Proposition 4. Given two qualitativizations Q and Q0, thenQ 6 Q 0 ) HðQÞ 6 HðQ 0Þ:
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Then, for all Xi and Yj, Xi ¼
S
j2NðXi \ YjÞ; Yj ¼
S
i2MðXi \ YjÞ, where only the non-empty intersections Xi \ Yj are written,
and the unions are disjoint unions, because fYjgj2N and fXigi2M are classes of equivalence of K.
Therefore, the entropy of Q is:HðQÞ ¼
X
i2M
lðXiÞIðQðXiÞÞ ¼
X
i2M
l
[
j2N
ðXi \ YjÞ
 !
IðQðXiÞÞ ¼
X
i2M
X
j2N
lðXi \ YjÞ
 !
IðQðXiÞÞ ¼
X
i2M;j2N
lðXi \ YjÞIðQðXiÞÞ:Analogously, HðQ 0Þ ¼Pi2M;j2N lðXi \ YjÞIðQ 0ðYjÞÞ.
Given that Xi \ Yj–;, the hypothesis Q 6 Q 0 implies that, for an element at 2 Xi \ Yj, Q 0ðatÞ ¼ Q 0ðYjÞ6PQðatÞ ¼ QðXiÞ, that
is, Q 0ðYjÞ  QðXiÞ. As such, IðQðXiÞÞ 6 IðQ 0ðYjÞÞ for every summand in HðQÞ and HðQ 0Þ, so the inequality HðQÞ 6 HðQ 0Þ is
inferred. h
As a corollary to the last proposition we obtain entropy’s subadditivity:
Corollary 1. Given two qualitativizations Q and Q0, thenHðQ t Q 0Þ 6min HðQÞ;HðQ 0Þ 	 6 HðQÞ þ HðQ 0Þ:
Proof (Q t Q 0 6 Q ;Q 0). Then, from Proposition 4, the inequalities are concluded. h
The property of monotonicity together with the subadditivity are two of the main properties of information measures
[8,22].
2.5. Precision of a qualitative description
The entropy of set K when it is qualitativized by means of space Sn has a maximum value which allows us to deﬁne a
measure of the precision of the qualitativizations given by the decision group.
Proposition 5. Let E1; . . . ; Ek 2 Sn be the (basic) labels with minimum measure l;m ¼ lðE1Þ ¼    ¼ lðEkÞ–0. Let us consider a
qualitativization eQ such that eQ ðKÞ  E1; . . . ; Ek 	, that is, eQ maps the entire set K to the most precise labels. Then:
HðQÞ 6 H eQ  ¼ log 1m 8Q. h
Proof. Since m 6 lðEÞ 8E 2 Sn, then IðEÞ 6 logð1=mÞ. Thus, for any Q,HðQÞ ¼
X
E2Sn
lðQ1ðEÞÞIðEÞ 6 log 1
m
X
E2Sn
l Q1ðEÞ
 
¼ log 1
m
;because Q1ðEÞ
n o
E2Sn
is a partition of K and l is normalized. Moreover, since eQ ðKÞ  E1; . . . ; Ek 	, H eQ  ¼P
E2Sn lðeQ1ðEÞÞ log 1m ¼ log 1m. h
According to this proposition, the precision of a qualitativization is deﬁned in the following way:
Deﬁnition 8. The precision of a qualitativization Q of set K, h(Q), is the relative entropy respect to the maximum entropy
H eQ  for set K in Sn:hðQÞ ¼ HðQÞ
H eQ  : ð5ÞThis quantity is a real number between 0 and 1; the more accurate the evaluator is, the closer hðQÞ is to 1. When Qmaps the
whole K to the most precise labels (basic labels with the smallest measure) then hðQÞ ¼ 1. In the opposite case, hðQÞ ¼ 0
when Q maps the whole K to the least precise label ?.3. Consensus in the group decision
One of the main applications of the theory presented in this paper is that it enables us to measure the precision of and
consensus within a group decision which rates or evaluates a given problem.
Measuring consensus has been tackled in the literature by several authors in different ways. The most studied approaches
to measuring consensus use fuzzy linguistic information [4,5,24,17]. In [6,27] the degree of consensus is computed through
an average, and in [10] it is related to a distance. However, there is a lack in the ﬁeld of order-of magnitude qualitative rea-
soning. The approach presented in this paper, which is based on entropy as deﬁned in the previous section, offers a new
method with which to compute degrees of consensus in the frame of absolute order-of-magnitude models, where different
levels of precision can be simultaneously considered.
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In order to introduce a deﬁnition for the degree of consensus, let us suppose that two evaluators qualitativize set K by
means of Q and Q0. First of all, the degree of consensus can only be computed when consensus exists among them, i.e., if
Q¢Q 0.
If the two evaluators ‘‘think similarly”, then the operation \ between Q, Q0 which extracts their coincidences will produce
a qualitativization similar to the qualitativization obtained by mixing them. In this case, H Q \ Q 0  will be quite similar to
HðQ t Q 0Þ. Otherwise, Q \ Q 0 will be a qualitativization with a high degree of entropy, and Q t Q 0 will have a low degree.
On the other hand, HðQ \ Q 0ÞP HðQ t Q 0Þ because Q \ Q 0 P Q t Q 0; thus the quotient HðQ t Q 0Þ=HðQ \ Q 0Þ is a real num-
ber between 0 and 1.
In order to generalize the quotient above to the case of group decisions with N evaluators, let us introduce the following
notation:
Given a space Sn, a ﬁnite non-empty set K ¼ fa1; . . . ; aNg and a group of evaluators E ¼ fa1; . . . ;aMg, the group evaluation
of K is considered as the pair ðK;QEÞ, where QE ¼ fQi : K! Snji 2 f1; . . . ;Mgg; and Qi is the evaluation of ai.
Let us suppose that there is consensus among the group, i.e., \Mi¼1QiðatÞ–; 8at 2 K. The next deﬁnition regarding the de-
gree of consensus thus measures the relation between the entropy of mix and common operations in the set of group
qualitativizations:
Deﬁnition 9. Given a group evaluation ðK;QEÞ in consensus, i.e., \Mi¼1Qi exists, the degree of consensus among the group,
jðQEÞ, isjðQEÞ ¼
H tMi¼1Qi
 
H \Mi¼1Qi
  ð6Þ(the only case in which j is not well deﬁned corresponds to the case H \Mi¼1Qi
  ¼ 0, that is, when all evaluators describe the
elements of the full set K with the label ?).
This degree is a number between 0 and 1; the closer it is to 1, the closer the group is to being unanimous in its assessment.
It is important to note that this degree does not depend on the number of evaluators in the group in the sense that if the
number of evaluators that ‘‘think similarly” increases, the consensus degree does not increase. In addition, when many eval-
uators think similarly but one of them thinks differently, the degree of consensus will be low for the group as a whole be-
cause of that single evaluator.
The next proposition shows that the degree of consensus within a group evaluation cannot be increased by adding a new
evaluator to the group.
Proposition 6. Consider a group evaluation ðK;QEÞ in consensus. Let be Qnew a new evaluator of K such that QE [ fQnewg is in
consensus. ThenjðQE [ fQnewgÞ 6 jðQEÞ:Proof. Based on the fact that Q t Q 0 ¼ inffQ ;Q 0g and Q \ Q 0 ¼ supfQ ;Q 0g:tMi¼1Qi
  t Qnew 6 tMi¼1Qi and \Mi¼1Qi 6 \Mi¼1Qi  \ Qnew:Then, from Proposition 4:H tMi¼1Qi
  t Qnew  6 H tMi¼1Qi  and H \Mi¼1Qi  6 H \Mi¼1Qi  \ Qnew ;and hence jðQE [ fQnewgÞ 6 jðQEÞ. h
Therefore, the only way to increase the degree of consensus in a group is for an evaluator to reconsider the situation and
his/her assessment.
3.2. Achieving consensus
The necessary and sufﬁcient condition for which there exists consensus is \Mi¼1QiðatÞ–; 8at 2 K. If this situation does not
hold then a process has to be initiated to obtain consensus. In [6,10,25,27] different approaches to this problem are found
framed within fuzzy sets theory and aggregation operators. The algorithm presented here is based on the following idea:
if two people disagree on some fact and they want to reach an agreement, i.e., reach consensus, they have to reconsider their
positions and ﬁnd points in common. In this section, this idea is formalized by using the concepts already given. It can be
understood as a process of automatic negotiation.
Deﬁnition 10. Given a space Sn with basic labels S ¼ fB1; . . . ;Bng, and a space Snþ1 with basic labels S0 ¼ fB01; . . . ;B0nþ1g, the
dive function is the map /0 : Sn ! Snþ1, deﬁned as follows:
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/0ðBiÞ ¼ B0i;B0iþ1
 
;and, for non-basic labels,/0ð½Bi;BjÞ ¼
[j
k¼i
/0ðBkÞ ¼ B0i; B0jþ1
h i
:The dive function /0 is an injection of the Sn into Snþ1. With this function, each basic label in Sn is ‘‘split” into two new basic
labels in Snþ1. And in general, for each label E in Sn, U0ðEÞ is obtained by adding a new basic label. In this same way, we can
deﬁne /i : Snþi ! Snþiþ1, for iP 1 (see Fig. 3), and the following chain can be considered:Sn ,!
/0
Snþ1 ,!
/1
Snþ2,!   ,!Snþm ,!
/m
Snþmþ1:Then, given E; F 2 Sn such that E \ F ¼ ;, we can see that there exists a natural number kP 1 such that:
ð/k1      /0ÞðEÞ \ ð/k1      /0ÞðFÞ–;:Similarly and given E1; . . . ; EM 2 Sn such that \Mi¼1E i ¼ ;, there exists kP 1 such that
\Mi¼1ð/k1      /0ÞðE iÞ–;:The next proposition allows us to extend the measure deﬁned in Sn to the new space Snþ1.
Proposition 7. Let l be a normalized measure deﬁned on Sn, and let us suppose that Sn is ‘‘dived” in Snþ1. Then the measure l
can be extended to a normalized measure l0 in Snþ1 deﬁned, taking weights 0 < k1; . . . ; kn < 1, in the following way (see Fig. 4):l0ðB01Þ ¼ ð1 k1ÞlðB1Þ
l0ðB02Þ ¼ k1lðB1Þ þ ð1 k2ÞlðB2Þ
..
.
l0ðB0iÞ ¼ ki1lðBi1Þ þ ð1 kiÞlðBiÞ
..
.
l0ðB0nþ1Þ ¼ knlðBnÞ
And for a non-basic label E0 ¼ ½B0i; B0j 2 Snþ1,l0ðE0Þ ¼
Xj
k¼i
l0 B0k
 
:Proof. It is easy to check that l0 veriﬁes the axioms of a measure and that it is normalized, i.e., l0ðB01Þ þ    þ
l0ðB0nþ1Þ ¼ lðB1Þ þ    þ lðBnÞ ¼ 1. h
With the deﬁned dive function and this extension of the measure, we can thus enact a process to reach consensus in a
group evaluation ðK;QEÞ.
Let us suppose that the group is not in consensus, i.e., there exists a subset C  K such that \Mi¼1QiðatÞ ¼ ; 8at 2 C. For
each at 2 C, let nat be the ﬁrst natural number such that\Mi¼1ð/nat      /0ÞðQiðatÞÞ–;:
Considering n ¼maxfnat jat 2 Cg, the group evaluation obtained, which is f/n      /1  /0  Qiji ¼ 1; . . . ;Mg, is in con-
sensus in the space Snþnþ1.Fig. 3. The dive function.
Fig. 4. The measure expansion.
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Example 3. Let us suppose a committee consisting of two members E ¼ fa1;a2g, evaluates a candidate for a grant. Let us
also assume that this candidate is evaluated in terms of three attributes K ¼ fa1; a2; a3g. Attribute a1 is the quality of his/her
CV, attribute a2 is the quality of his/her publications, and a3 is the quality of his/her research projects. The evaluation of ai is
done over a space S3 where B1 ¼ LOW; B2 ¼ NORMAL; and B3 ¼ HIGH.
Suppose that evaluator a1 gives the candidate the following appraisal:Q1ða1Þ ¼ B1; Q1ða2Þ ¼ B1; Q1ða3Þ ¼ ½B2;B3;
and committee member a2 the following:Q2ða1Þ ¼ B2; Q2ða2Þ ¼ ½B1;B2; Q2ða3Þ ¼ B3:
Let us take lðB1Þ ¼ lðB2Þ ¼ lðB3Þ ¼ 1=3 and l as the normalized counter measure, i.e., lðXiÞ ¼ cardðXiÞcardðKÞ, for each Xi  K.
From formula (3): HðQ1Þ ¼ HðQ2Þ ¼ 23 log 11=3þ 13 log 12=3 and H eQ  ¼ log 3. As such, from formula (5), the precision of both
evaluators is:hðQ1Þ ¼ hðQ2Þ ¼
2
3 log 3þ 13 log 32
log 3
¼ 0:79:There is no consensus within the group because Q1ða1Þ \ Q2ða1Þ ¼ ;. The automatic negotiation only requires one step to
achieve consensus:ð/0  Q1Þða1Þ ¼ ½B01;B02; ð/0  Q1Þða2Þ ¼ ½B01; B02; ð/0  Q1Þða3Þ ¼ ½B02;B04;
ð/0  Q2Þða1Þ ¼ ½B02;B03; ð/0  Q2Þða2Þ ¼ B01; B03
 
; ð/0  Q2Þða3Þ ¼ ½B03;B04;and now /0  Q1¢/0  Q2 in S4.
Let us take k1 ¼ k2 ¼ k3 ¼ 1=2. Therefore, l0ðB01Þ ¼ l0ðB04Þ ¼ 1=6 and l0ðB02Þ ¼ l0ðB03Þ ¼ 2=6.
The degree of consensus is:j /0  Q1;/0  Q2f gð Þ ¼
Hðð/0  Q1Þ t ð/0  Q2ÞÞ
Hðð/0  Q1Þ \ ð/0  Q2ÞÞ
:Sinceðð/0  Q1Þ t ð/0  Q2ÞÞðKÞ ¼ f B01;B03
 
; B01; B
0
3
 
; ½B02;B04g and ðð/0  Q1Þ \ ð/0  Q2ÞÞðKÞ ¼ fB02; ½B01;B02; ½B03; B04g;using formulas (3) and (6) we have:jðf/0  Q1;/0  Q2gÞ ¼
2
3 log
1
5=6þ 13 log 15=6
1
3 log
1
2=6þ 13 log 13=6þ 13 log 13=6
¼ 0:22:The main feature of this automatic negotiation process is that it is done by considering data obtained from the evaluators
without having to interact with them again. This is useful when working on problems where it is difﬁcult to contact the eval-
uators later. This situation can be found, for example, when processing data from surveys. In addition, the degree of consen-
sus and the automatic negotiation process allow us to compare the internal coherence of different decision groups. A simple
example of this is given below.
Example 4. Let E1; E2 and E3 be three committees from different areas of knowledge, selected to evaluate respective
projects K1; K2; K3 for an ofﬁcial announcement. Each committee consists of four evaluators, Ei ¼ ai1;ai2;ai3;ai4
 	
, and each
project is characterized by two attributes Ki ¼ ai1; ai2
 	
.
Qualitativization is done over the space S5 where B1 ¼ VERY BAD; B2 ¼ BAD; B3 ¼ REGULAR; B4 ¼ GOOD and B5 ¼
VERY GOOD. The measure l of all these basic labels is 1/5, and the measure l in each Ki is the normalized cardinal
measure. In Table 1, we summarize the qualitativizations of each project Ki given by the corresponding committee (the
qualitativization of member aij is done by means of the function Q
i
j), together with the results of the common and mix
operations for each case and the degree of consensus for the third committee.
Table 1
Committees’ evaluations.
E1 K1 E2 K2 E3 K3
a11 a
1
2 a
2
1 a
2
2 a
3
1 a
3
2
Q11 B3 B4 Q
2
1
B1 B1 Q31 ½B2; B3 ½B1; B2
Q12 B3 B4 Q
2
2
B2 B2 Q32 ½B1; B3 ½B2; B3
Q13 B3 B4 Q
2
3
B3 B1 Q33 ½B1; B2 ½B1; B2
Q14 B2 B4 Q
2
4
B1 ½B1; B2 Q34 B2 ½B2; B3
t ½B2; B3 B4 t ½B1; B3 ½B1; B2 t ½B1; B3 ½B1; B3
\ – B4 \ – – \ B2 B2
j – j – j 0.32
Table 2
Final consensus degrees, the dive function has been applied two times.
E1 K1 E2 K2 E3 K3
a11 a
1
2 a
2
1 a
2
2 a
3
1 a
3
2
Q11 B
00
3; B
00
5
 
B004; B
00
6
 
Q21 B
00
1;B
00
3
 
B001; B
00
3
 
Q31 B
00
2;B
00
5
 
B001;B
00
4
 
Q12 B
00
3; B
00
5
 
B004; B
00
6
 
Q22 B
00
2;B
00
4
 
B002; B
00
4
 
Q32 B
00
1;B
00
5
 
B002;B
00
5
 
Q13 B
00
3; B
00
5
 
B004; B
00
6
 
Q23 B
00
3;B
00
5
 
B001; B
00
3
 
Q33 B
00
1;B
00
4
 
B001;B
00
4
 
Q14 B
00
2; B
00
4
 
B004; B
00
6
 
Q24 B
00
1;B
00
3
 
B001; B
00
4
 
Q34 B
00
2;B
00
4
 
B002;B
00
5
 
t B002; B005
 
B004; B
00
6
  t B001;B005  B001; B004  t B001;B005  B001;B005 
\ B003; B004
 
B004; B
00
6
  \ B003 B002; B003  \ B002;B004  B002;B004 
j 0.58 j 0.28 j 0.37
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 log 3=5
 log 1=5 ¼ 0:32:As there is no consensus within committees E1 and E2 when evaluating the respective projects K1 and K2, the dive func-
tion must be applied to these two committees’ evaluations. In order to compare the degree of consensus among the three
committees it is necessary to deal with the same granularity for all three. Since E2 needs two steps to reach consensus,
the three degrees will be computed in S7; so, the dive function is applied twice to the three committees. The results are sum-
marized in Table 2.
Taking all weights ki ¼ 1=2, the measures of the basic labels of S7 are: l B001
  ¼ l B007  ¼ 1=20; l B002  ¼
l B006
  ¼ 3=20 and l B003  ¼ l B004  ¼ l B005  ¼ 4=20. As such:jðQE1 Þ ¼
 log 3=4 log 11=20
 log 2=5 log 11=20 ¼ 0:58;
jðQE2 Þ ¼
 log 4=5 log 3=5
 log 1=5 log 7=20 ¼ 0:28;
jðQE3 Þ ¼
 log 4=5
 log 11=20 ¼ 0:37:Notice that, although committee three, E3, was the only one achieving consensus at the beginning of the process, K1’s ﬁnal
degree of consensus is the greatest because, globally, the evaluations from its members where quite similar, and, therefore,
the committee’s ﬁnal consensus is more accurate. The ﬁnal degree of consensus in K2 is the lowest, because the results of the
mix operation in committee E2 are the less accurate labels.4. Conclusions and future research
A mathematical framework and a methodology are presented in this study to measure precision and consensus in group
decisions. The representation of the alternatives to be analyzed is based on an order-of-magnitude qualitative model. The
operations considered to aggregate information provide this model a weak partial lattice structure. When there is consensus
among the decision group, however, a distributive lattice structure is obtained.
The concept of entropy is introduced in this framework to measure the amount of information within a system when
using order-of-magnitude descriptions to represent it. In addition, entropy allows us to measure consensus in group deci-
sion-making problems. The degree of consensus is introduced in order to obtain an objective measure of the decision group’s
452 L. Roselló et al. / International Journal of Approximate Reasoning 51 (2010) 441–452reliability. If there is no consensus among the group, an automatic process is then initiated to achieve a global consensus.
This process allows comparing the internal coherence of different decision groups.
Future research could focus on two lines. From a theoretical point of view, different degrees of consensus could be con-
sidered and compared, for instance, by deﬁning conditional entropy and the information distance [2] derived from it in this
framework.
From an application point of view, this work and the related methodology could be orientated in two directions: on the
one hand, it could develop techniques to detect malfunctioning within an evaluation committee, i.e., ﬁnding incoherencies
due to corruption or a lack of knowledge, and avoiding potential subjectivity caused by conﬂicts of interest regarding eval-
uators; on the other hand, it could also lead to the development of recommender systems based on the clustering process
obtained through automatic negotiation.
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